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Purpose: Despite the public health successes of newborn blood-
spot screening, uncertainty associated with variant forms of
primary screening targets has led to discrepancies in medical
management. This study explored health-care providers’
approaches to managing atypical forms of inherited metabolic
diseases (IMDs) in the absence of evidence-based guidelines.

Methods: Semistructured telephone interviews were conducted
with metabolic specialists. 3-Methylcrotonyl CoA deficiency and
variant forms of phenylketonuria, biotinidase deficiency, and fatty
acid oxidation disorders were considered. Data were analyzed
inductively and deductively using a novel taxonomy of uncertainty.

Results: Health-care providers (n= 12) navigate diagnostic,
prognostic, and therapeutic challenges of uncertainty while
interpreting patient and family attitudes, preferences, and ideas in
the care of children with these result types. Participants explained
the limits of classifying mild and atypical metabolic phenotypes.

Participants also described the challenge of finding balance between
cautious care and overmedicalization. Developing consistent care
plans and honest communication with families were perceived as
effective strategies when navigating uncertainty.

Conclusion: Providers’ experiences suggest a need for transparent
and accessible guidelines that account for challenges associated with
uncertainty generated by screening. Timely consideration of this
challenge is warranted with increasing emergence of genotype-first
approaches to screening.
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INTRODUCTION
The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention list
declared newborn bloodspot screening (NBS) as one of the
ten great public health achievements of the past decade.1

Future advances in NBS may integrate massively parallel
sequencing as a first-tier test, potentially allowing for
advances in the scalability, specificity, and customizability of
screening programs. Increasingly, genotypic information is
being integrated to optimize the precision of screening
algorithms and to enable the identification of a broader range
of screening and diagnostic targets in the newborn period.2,3

However, barriers to using first-tier genome sequencing in
NBS include high cost of sequencing infrastructure, test
sensitivity, interpretive and management complexity related
to uncertain penetrance and mild and/or uncertain variants,
and controversy with respect to how expansive screening
panels ought to be.4 In light of these barriers, early targets for
genotype-first approaches may be limited to diseases for
which biochemical testing is impossible (i.e., biochemical

biomarkers do not exist) or impractical (measurement of a
biomarker is too costly or complex).
The current NBS landscape offers an opportunity to prepare

for and better understand clinical practice concerns germane
to using sequencing as a first-tier test. For example, current
complexities associated with the interpretation and manage-
ment of variant forms of primary screening targets fore-
shadow a key challenge associated with genotype-first NBS.5

This challenge is a current concern for inherited metabolic
disease (IMD) specialists, who care for screen-positive infants.
For instance, in Michigan, 142 children diagnosed with
biotinidase deficiency (BIO) were followed over 25 years to
find that 22 had profound enzyme deficiency and 120 had
only partial deficiency.6 Infants with profound BIO are at risk
of cognitive disability, hearing loss, and optic atrophy.6 Of
critical importance, infants with partial BIO and other
nonclassic disorders may be labeled, monitored, and treated
with little certainty that they are at risk of ever becoming
symptomatic. Persistent uncertainty commonly results from
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out-of-range laboratory findings. For example, a Taiwan study
showed that 40 cases of mild hyperphenylalaninemia (MHP,
120–600 μM) were identified for 25 cases of classic phenylk-
etonuria (PKU, >600 μM).7 Uncertainty may also arise from
variants associated with a nonclassic IMD form. Among 57
confirmed cases of medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase
deficiency (MCADD), 9 infants were identified with a mild
folding variant (c.199T>C) of unknown clinical prognosis and
13 infants were identified with previously unknown variants.8

Nonclassic and partial forms of IMD tend to lack evidence-
and consensus-based guidelines for navigating patient
management.6,9–12 Therefore, uncertainty can persist for
months or years and is accompanied by inconsistent clinical
interpretations and management strategies.13–15 With first-
tier sequencing, medical uncertainty is likely to increase given
the unknown penetrance of identified variants in the absence
of symptoms and/or family history.16

Han and colleagues17 characterize uncertainty as the
perceived lack of health-related knowledge, classified
according to its sources, issues, and loci (Fig. 1). Sources
of uncertainty include unpredictability, ambiguity, and
complexity of medical information. Uncertainty can gen-
erate practical challenges for health-care providers, patients,
laboratory scientists, and program leaders. While the
literature articulates a range of complex feelings among
parents faced with uncertain NBS results,14,18,19 less is
known about how health-care providers navigate this
challenge. Although over 75% of physicians report that they
would openly communicate uncertain diagnostic results with
patients,20 many clinicians do not act on this instinct in
practice if they believe that patients will react negatively.21

Additionally, some clinicians may respond to uncertainty
with potentially unnecessary testing, referrals, and treat-
ments.21 Other providers choose a more passive monitoring
approach to avoid lengthy diagnostic odysseys and poten-
tially invasive treatments for their patients.22 In general,
uniform algorithms and guidelines help clinicians navigate
uncertainty. However, there is no pan-Canadian equivalent
to the Recommended Uniform Screening Panel (RUSP), a
harmonized panel of target conditions in place to standar-
dize screening programs and minimize jurisdictional dis-
crepancies in the United States. Screening panels in Canada
are determined by provincial programs, resulting in wide
variation across provinces. In an emerging era of genotype-

first NBS, it is critical to understand how providers perceive
NBS-generated uncertainty to optimize screening algorithms
and postscreening care. This study aims to describe how
metabolic care providers navigate medical uncertainty when
managing IMDs, using nonclassic forms of primary NBS
targets as illustrative examples.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design, setting, and participants
Following an exploratory qualitative design and in partner-
ship with the Canadian Inherited Metabolic Disease Research
Network (CIMDRN),23 health-care providers involved in
caring for children with IMD in 1 of 14 metabolic care centers
in Canada were invited to participate in semistructured
interviews. The 14 centers are supported by seven NBS
programs in Canada. Between February and April 2018, 34
CIMDRN-affiliated metabolic physicians and 15 dietitians
were invited to participate through an electronic invitation
letter sent by an internal CIMDRN correspondent. Following
the initial invitation, two reminder emails were sent to
minimize nonresponse and snowball sampling was conducted
to recruit genetic counselors and nurses from these specialized
care centers. This study was approved by the Research Ethics
Board at the Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids), in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Data collection
Variant forms of five primary screening targets were selected
as illustrative, rather than exhaustive, examples of NBS-
generated uncertainty. Result types selected for discussion
included variant medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase
deficiency (v-MCADD), variant very long–chain acyl-CoA
dehydrogenase deficiency (v-VLCADD), mild hyperphenyla-
laninemia (MHP), partial biotinidase deficiency (partial BIO),
and 3-methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase deficiency (3-
MCCD). These results present challenges related to diagnos-
tic, prognostic, and therapeutic uncertainty and represented
the majority of nonclassic IMD forms in Ontario at the
inception of the study.24 Table 1 elaborates on the classic and
variant forms of each of the selected screening targets.
Data were collected through open-ended, semistructured

telephone interviews conducted by one member of the study
team (P.J.A.). Informed consent was obtained from all
participants. Interview questions asked respondents to reflect
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Fig. 1 The 3-dimensional taxonomy of uncertainty.
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on their direct personal experience managing the uncertainty
associated with each of the selected result types. The
interviewer then explored patient and family communication
strategies in the context of uncertainty, and perceptions of the
clinical and policy relevance of NBS-generated uncertainty.
The interview guide was iteratively revised to elicit more
descriptive detail, probing specific clinical experiences in
greater depth. Example questions are provided in Table 2.
Data were collected until the point of saturation, where new
insights ceased to emerge.25

Data analysis
Data analysis was performed according to the principles of
qualitative description.25 Audio files were transcribed

verbatim. Interview transcripts were reviewed and marginal
notes were recorded to develop an intuition of emerging
patterns. Two researchers (P.J.A. and R.Z.H.) reviewed initial
transcripts and developed a preliminary coding scheme. Early
codes were established deductively, guided by the Han
et al.17,26 3-dimensional taxonomy. In later stages, the analysis
shifted toward a more inductive coding approach, as the
taxonomy-driven deductive approach was not able to fully
capture salient themes. Using qualitative analytic software
(NVivo 11) as an organizing tool, one researcher (P.J.A.)
applied the codeveloped codebook (P.J.A.). A second team
member (R.Z.H.) read a subsample of transcripts to verify or
refute the coding structure and coding decisions. Coding
discrepancies were resolved through discussion.

Table 1 Screening targets and associated variants

Classic form Description Laboratory results Variant form

Phenylketonuria (PKU) Deficiency of phenylalanine hydroxylase,

an enzyme that converts phenylalanine

into tyrosine. Dissimilar from PAH

cofactor (tetrahydrobiopterin, BH4)

deficiency. Phenylalanine (Phe)

accumulates and can cause permanent

intellectual disability. Treated with Phe-

free diet.

Phenylalanine >600 μmol/l on dried

bloodspot (DBS). High phenylalanine:

tyrosine ratio. BH4 deficiencies

excluded on DBS. Molecular genetic

testing is not essential but may help

determine residual activity and severity

of phenotype. 1101 known PAH

variants.

Mild hyperphenylalaninemia (MHP):

elevated Phe below diagnostic

threshold for PKU. Diagnostic

uncertainty due lack of universal

threshold. Therapeutic uncertainty

caused by lack of consensus and little

evidence for Phe-free diet.

Profound biotinidase

deficiency

A neurocutaneous disorder caused by

insufficient endogenous biotin

production. This can cause seizure,

respiratory problems, developmental

delay, ataxia, eczema, hearing loss, vision

problems, and alopecia. Treated with

biotin supplements.

Low enzyme activity measured from

DBS. <10% of activity on confirmatory

serum test. Molecular genetic testing

for biallelic pathogenic BTD variants

may resolve ambiguous

enzymatic tests.

Partial biotinidase deficiency:

10–30% serum biotinidase activity.

Prognostic uncertainty whether natural

history is symptomatic. Lower dose

biotin supplementation is generally

recommended.

Medium- and very

long–chain acyl CoA

dehydrogenase

deficiencies (MCADD

and VLCADD)

Fatty acid oxidation deficiencies prevent

energy production from lipids when ill,

fasting, or during muscular exercise.

MCADD is associated with hypoketotic

hypoglycemia and hyperammonemia

causing neurological damage and

hepatomegaly. VLCADD deficiency has

three phenotypes: severe

cardiomyopathy, adult-onset muscular

problems, or late-onset hypoketotic

hypoglycemia similar to MCADD.

Untreated, VLCADD and MCADD have a

high risk of death.

MCADD screening on DBS shows

elevated C8 acylcarnitine with lower

elevations in C6 and C10. VLCADD

screening on DBS shows increased

C14:1 acylcarnitine. Plasma

acylcarnitines and urine organic acid

analysis are used for confirmatory

testing. Molecular genetic testing for

variants in the ACADM (MCADD) or

ACADVL (VLCADD) genes is useful in

confirming a diagnosis.

Variant MCADD: Diagnostic,

prognostic, and therapeutic

uncertainty due to residual (>10%)

MCAD enzyme activity and variants of

unknown significance (VUS).

Variant VLCADD: Therapeutic

uncertainty due to insufficient data to

achieve consensus for infants at risk,

degree of long-chain triglyceride

dietary restriction, and medium-chain

triglyceride dietary supplementation.

3-Methylcrotonyl-CoA

carboxylase deficiency

(3-MCCD)

An inborn error of leucine catabolism that

is associated with ketotic hypoglycemia,

Reye syndrome, and intellectual disability.

Oral carnitine may be prescribed if C5-OH

levels are low.

DBS screening shows elevated C5-OH.

Confirmatory tests include urine

organic acids with MCC characteristic

pattern and high plasma C5-OH assay.

Molecular genetic testing is optional

and is not always prognostically useful.

Asymptomatic

3-MCCD: As few as 4–5% of cases are

symptomatic, causing diagnostic,

prognostic, and therapeutic

uncertainty.

There is a lack of consensus for dietary

modification. Ontario recently removed

3-MCCD from the NBS panel.
NBS newborn screening.
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RESULTS
The study sample consisted of 12 health-care providers
specialized in IMD care across seven Canadian provinces.
Participants were recruited from nine specialized, tertiary
care, metabolic centers in urban settings that serve large
geographic areas. In total, 65 providers were invited to
participate, with no response from 53 invitees. All responding
providers, including metabolic physicians, biochemical geneti-
cists, nurses, and genetic counselors, were interviewed,
including seven female respondents and five male respon-
dents. Although some participants assumed multiple profes-
sional roles (e.g., program directors, university professors, and
researchers), their dominant role was health-care provider.
Interview duration was 30 to 60 minutes.
Three themes were identified. The first theme was

developed deductively through the application of the 3-
dimensional taxonomy.26 Participants described diagnostic,
prognostic, therapeutic, and personal issues of uncertainty in
the context of selected metabolic disorders (Fig. 2). Induc-
tively, participants described the importance of erring on the
side of caution, advocating for prescriptive management
strategies to prevent adverse outcomes. In addition, they
highlighted the importance and effectiveness of clear com-
munication and consistency when navigating medical
uncertainty.

Theme 1: categories of uncertainty in newborn screening
Based on personal experience with caring for children with
the selected IMDs, providers described various issues and
sources of uncertainty. Drawing on their general experience
with screening, participants suggested “it was not unusual to
get a finding that wasn’t clearly pathologic or clearly benign
and therefore, led to uncertainty” (P3). Diagnostic issues of
uncertainty arose from indeterminate results due to an out-of-
range laboratory finding or a genetic variant associated with a
nonclassic IMD form. In the context of MCADD and
VLCADD, one provider remarked, “the concern really lies
[in] if we’re able to properly make a diagnosis…normal or not
significantly elevated [results] put a lot of doubt in your mind
whether the newborn screening is just showing carrier status
or benign biochemical abnormalities, so we may pursue
genetic testing; sometimes we try to do enzyme testing, which
requires skin biopsies. It can be quite invasive for a little baby”
(P8, MCADD/VLCADD). Reflecting diagnostic uncertainty
in the context of MCADD and VLCADD, another respondent
said, “we wonder about…the possibility that the baby’s
actually a heterozygote…that can create some uncertainty
with respect to how to manage the patients…and contributes
to [a] longer period for diagnosis” (P5). In the context of
confirmatory MHP testing, a provider remarked, “starting
with whether or not to do a biopterin loading test in the
neonatal period—there is a fair bit of variation there. Whether
or not to do genotyping is another place where you see
variation” (P10).
Therapeutic issues of uncertainty also arise. For MCADD

and VLCADD, one provider said, “I’m not sure what the risk
of sudden decompensation is and I’m not sure to what degree
to aggressively intervene in intercurrent illness” (P10).
Clinicians cited a need for “clear guidelines about who needs
treatment [and to] what degree they need treatment,” and
wondered, “are we overtreating some of these patients and
taking undue or unnecessary precautions?” (P5, MCADD/
VLCADD). Pertaining to MCADD, another provider said, “I
put one or two kids on carnitine and you know I have a
colleague who is on the side of never starting carnitine and we
got into quite the argument” (P10). For MHP, a respondent
commented, “between 360 and 600 [µmol/L Phe] is
questionable whether you treat…some would consider
sapropterin [if their confirmatory test shows responsiveness]
but because it’s so expensive and not always covered…I’m not
sure that’s something that should be routinely done” (P3,
MHP). Therapeutic uncertainty may benefit some stake-
holders; “of course, the drug company would argue that
nondietary treatment would be the way to go” (P10, MHP).
Nonharmful, cost-effective treatments result in less therapeu-
tic uncertainty. For partial BIO, for example, a participant
reflected, “I think we’re probably overtreating a lot with
pharmacologic doses of biotin, but it’s a pretty innocuous
treatment” (P7, BIO). Comparing complete and partial BIO, a
health-care provider said, “the evidence is less clear, but we
typically tend to advise treatment with biotin supplementa-
tion [for partial BIO] because it’s cheap, it’s safe, it’s effective,

Table 2 Example interview questions

Example question Concept mapping to 3D

taxonomy

Reflecting on your diversity of

experiences, can you walk me through

the process of interpreting uncertain lab

results pertaining to [variant disorder]?

Scientific issue: diagnostic

aspects of uncertainty

From your perspective, what

comparisons do you observe between

how families react when their child is

initially diagnosed with [variant disorder]

versus [classic form of disorder]?

Personal issue: psychological

aspects of uncertainty

How do you think [variant disorder]

should be managed and how does this

compare to clinically available practice

guidelines, algorithms, and protocols?

Scientific issue: therapeutic

aspects of uncertainty

What strategies would you recommend

to other health-care providers if they

have to communicate an uncertain result

to a family in the context of [variant

disorder]?

Personal issue: social aspects

of uncertainty

Some might say that there is a lack of

clear direction and consensus in

managing [variant disorder]. How are

local protocols or care plans developed

at your institution for managing this

disorder?

Practical issue: procedural

aspects of uncertainty
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and it could potentially eliminate the risk of a
complication” (P5).
Prognostic issues of uncertainty were also discussed. For

example, one participant said, “we don’t want to over-
medicalize a condition that is benign…we still want to follow
them [but] not as frequently as someone with classic PKU”
(P12). Participants identified prognostic ambiguity as a source
of uncertainty; 3-MCCD was described as a “so-called
disease” (P1), a “real/not real disease” (P2), a “nondisease”
(P3, P10), a “benign condition” (P4, P8), and a “nil
pathological condition” (P10). Another provider stated, “there
may be the occasional patient, very occasional, who has a
disease associated with 3-MCC, and there’s some controversy,
if one speaks to different people, about whether it should or
shouldn’t be included” (P3). One clinician said, “we dealt with
criticism from the American Organic Acidemia Association…
there’s people at some centers who really do believe that this is
a disease [anticipating an adverse prognosis]…and treat their
kids much more aggressively” (P10, 3-MCCD).
Providers identified personal issues of uncertainty at the

locus of their patients. Referring to NBS generally, a
respondent remarked, “it would be very disconcerting to
hear about the baby having an abnormal newborn screen
when the family…doesn’t understand what you’re talking
about and didn’t even know their baby had a newborn screen”
(P7). Another respondent said, “if we’re screening for a
condition and there’s…no evidence to guide decisions about
treatment or no treatment…then you could potentially argue
that screening for it is causing more harm because you’re
causing…distress to families and subjecting them to testing
and appointments” (P5, 3-MCCD). Other sources (i.e.,
probability and complexity) and issues (i.e., causal explana-
tions and practical) of uncertainty from the 3-dimensional
taxonomy were not represented in the data.

Theme 2: providers tend to err on the side of caution
Health-care providers described the importance of medical
caution in their approach to managing screen-positive
patients. In general, one participant said, “to prevent
morbidity and mortality in their child…we are going to do
things that err on the side of caution, to keep the baby safe”
(P2). Participants associated caution with a prescriptive
approach to navigating uncertainty. One participant said, “if
we know that this child is at, perhaps, increased risk, we don’t

want to take chances and this is why we usually overtreat
those individuals. You don’t want to take the chance that after
10 years you learn one of your mild cases—where you have
said ‘no risk’—has passed away” (P11, MCADD/VLCADD).
Another specialist said, “cautious means, erring on the side of
overtreating…you’re overemphasizing the benefits of treat-
ment and underemphasizing the potential harms of treatment
in that situation” (P4, 3-MCCD). One respondent tells
parents who receive indeterminate results, “you’re going to
have to keep an eye on your baby and make sure that he or
she doesn’t do this list of things that we say is concerning”
(P2). Providers indicate that this may result in stress for
parents: “we put in that increased anxiety for them to always
be watching their baby” (P8, MCADD/VLCADD). One
respondent stated that, in general, “we have to be careful,
because we don’t consider it completely harmless to treat a
child as affected…there are potential harms associated with
hospitalizing kids during minor illnesses” and added “dietary
changes are not necessarily benign interventions” (P5).

Theme 3: clear and consistent parent–provider
communication is needed
Providers emphasized the need to be clear when commu-
nicating with families and the importance of developing
consensus within and across specialized metabolic care
centers. One provider said that, in general, “it can get
disorienting, because we think, ‘Oh, did I do that last time? Or
the time before?’ or, ‘How often should I be doing this?’
and…‘Why am I poking this child? Am I actually going to
change things based on what I do? Is it going to make a
difference?’” (P2). Another respondent said, “being open
about the evidence and the existence of medical uncertainty
doesn’t mean…I’m presenting things with less confidence…
I’ll say, ‘The approach here is permissive…let’s make a
decision together’” (P10). In the words of one participant,
“there’s a little bit of an art to metabolic care, it’s not all strict
science” (P2). Without reference to a specific disorder,
another respondent said, “I feel that being very honest with
patients, or families—telling them what we think—being
honest when we don’t know…I feel that these are all key
things to build up a good relationship and I feel that very
often it helps to manage uncertainty and people’s anxiety”
(P12). The absence of a pan-Canadian screening strategy left
some clinics struggling to develop guidelines of their own that

Mild 
hyperphenylalaninemia: 

Diagnostic, 
therapeutic, and 
prognostic issues

Partial 
biotinidase 
deficiency: 

Therapeutic 
issues

MCAD and 
VLCAD 

deficiencies:

Diagnostic and 
therapeutic 

issues

3-MCC 
deficiency:

Conceptual 
ambiguity

Fig. 2 Variant disorders and categories of uncertainty. 3-MCC 3-methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase, MCAD medium-chain acyl CoA dehydrogenase,
VLCAD very long–chain acyl CoA dehydrogenase.
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account for uncertainty. One participant remarked, “I think
there’s been a slide towards being more aggressive in treating
[MHP patients] because the American recommendations are
pushing that” (P4). Specialists “reach out to other clinics
across the country and ask, what are you doing with your
[MHP patients]?” (P1). However, some participants suggested
that a communication gap could be filled at a national level.
One participant said, “hopefully they can find a [way to
implement] united screening, country-wide…that would be
my goal” (P9). Other providers said, “there is not a lot of
communication between the different newborn screening
programs” (P12) and “I think it’s important that not every
province has to reinvent the wheel every time they want to
add new things to their newborn screen” (P1).

DISCUSSION
This study presents the first pan-Canadian narrative related to
how health-care providers navigate uncertainty generated by
newborn screening for IMD. First, the results show that
providers have concerns about the diagnostic, therapeutic,
prognostic, and personal issues associated with uncertainty,
which persist, resolve, or are amplified by confirmatory
testing. Second, although guidelines provide clear recommen-
dations for managing classic cases, this work shows that
providers favor erring on the side of caution for managing
variant and nonclassic cases. Third, participants indicated that
open dialogue with patients and a consistent approach to case
management are effective strategies where uncertainty exists.
Although prior studies indicate that clinicians are hesitant to
describe personal uncertainties,27,28 all providers in this study
openly described clinical challenges and circumstances arising
from uncertainty. Our findings align with prior research,
suggesting uncertainty may increase ordering of diagnostic
tests and result in diagnoses that may be assigned prema-
turely.20–22

Respondents indicated that balance is needed between
discontinuing surveillance to prevent medicalization and
erring on the side of caution to prevent adverse health
outcomes. These findings parallel physician responses to
uncertain prognoses in the context of neonatal
hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy, in which a respondent
remarked, “if the prognosis is quite uncertain probably the
tendency would be to treat, to continue care, and to counsel
accordingly.”29 Brennan et al.30 define medicalization as “the
redefining or reconceptualizing of nonmedical behaviors,
experiences, or problems as medical in nature.” For example,
the safe target value for serum phenylalanine has been
lowered since the 1960s, driving an increase in the proportion
of hyperphenylalaninemia patients requiring ongoing follow
up.31,32 Treatment of MHP through a phenylalanine-free diet
and monitoring may prevent intellectual disability but also
carries lifelong social and physical costs.33 Medication-based
approaches (sapropterin dihydrochloride) may cost families
up to US$129,800 per annum in this population.34 Providers’
expressed preference to treat may be driven by physician
discomfort with uncertainty, fear of unfavorable outcomes, or

litigation.29 However, treating seemingly healthy cases
warrants careful consideration of the practical and psychoso-
cial impacts on children and families placed in a “liminal
space” between sickness and health.13

In the context of the findings reported herein, Han et al.’s26

3-dimensional taxonomy was a partially transferable frame-
work.17 Probability and complexity, as sources of uncertainty,
were not applicable to participant responses. From the health-
care provider perspective, it seems that scientific issues of
uncertainty—specifically diagnostic, prognostic, and thera-
peutic issues—are of the greatest relevance. Practical issues are
likely more relevant from a programmatic or laboratory
perspective and personal issues of uncertainty appear to be
most relevant to patients. Han et al.26 write that “scientific
uncertainty is disease-centered, while practical and personal
uncertainties are system- and patient-centered, respectively.”
With the application of genotype-first approaches to NBS,
Han et al.’s categories that relate to genetic results, such as
pathogenicity of variants, genotype–phenotype association,
and pleiotropy, will become increasingly salient. Other
frameworks, such as a clinical uncertainty framework
developed by Djulbegovic et al.35 are generalizable (e.g.,
“uncertainty about eliciting patients’ values, preferences and
risk attitudes”), but trade depth for breadth. Han and
Djulbegovic36 are calling on the genomics community to
endorse the 3-dimensional taxonomy as a unifying starting
point for inquiry, recognizing the limitations of any model
that attempts to address the inherent challenges of categoriz-
ing uncertainty. Researchers and clinicians can help refine the
taxonomy through an interactive website (https://research.
nhgri.nih.gov/taxonomy/).36

From a programmatic and policy perspective, respondents
in this study believe that screening programs are likely to
benefit from reciprocal sharing of treatment algorithms and
clinical practice guidelines. This highlights the importance of
consensus where evidence is insufficient to direct care with
reasonable consistency. Respondents also suggested that
strengthened networks between centers and consistent
algorithms or guidelines for managing cases would help
clinicians navigate uncertainty. Provincial cooperation com-
bined with the use of strategic federal spending power may
encourage the development of national guidelines, analogous
to the RUSP in the United States. Wilson and colleagues37

make a compelling argument for harmonization of a pan-
Canadian screening strategy to ensure equitable access to care
regardless of geographical location. Beyond nomination and
review of target screening disorders, the Secretary’s Advisory
Committee on Heritable Disorders in Newborns and Children
(SACHDNC) has helped to provide recommendations on
informed consent in research, timeliness of screening, and
improved data quality. The SACHDNC structure may also
serve as a forum for advice and consensus building regarding
managing NBS-generated uncertainty.
The availability of high-throughput genotype-first screening

approaches will likely enable more cost-effective, rapid, and
precise diagnoses for some, while simultaneously resulting in
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longer diagnostic periods and results of varying clinical
consequence for others.4 For example, Touw et al.9 found that
variants of unknown significance in the ACADM gene were
observed in about 22% of MCADD cases. Although current
tandem mass spectrometry–based methods may reveal
secondary findings, such as the identification of asymptomatic
3-MCCD mothers in screen-positive infants, Howard et al.4

warn that challenges associated with uncertainty are likely to
increase with nontargeted, genome-wide strategies. There will
always be uncertain differences in expressivity due to
pleiotropy, incomplete or reduced penetrance, and epigenetic
regulation. Characterization of mild and variant phenotypes
will likely improve with further research, but uncertainty must
be addressed more specifically and transparently by advisory
committees and within the scientific and clinical
communities.

Limitations
This study used qualitative description to develop an in-depth
account of how uncertainty affects post-NBS care. This
approach allowed us to identify a diversity of perspectives
across health-care provider types and jurisdictions to
illuminate the range of experiences and strategies that exist.
Transferability may be limited by the narrow scope of the
project, which focused on the clinical management of rare
disorders from the perspective of highly specialized clinicians
in metabolic care centers. Retrospective interviewing techni-
ques are subject to confirmation and recall bias. Further
studies could enhance the reproducibility and transferability
of our findings from other perspectives. Thus, further
qualitative research is needed to explore both family and
programmatic insights on post-NBS care for variant forms
of IMD.

Conclusion
This study found that metabolic health-care providers have
concerns about the diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic
challenges associated with uncertainty, which persist despite
confirmatory follow-up testing. Providers also prefer that
management strategies for variant forms of screening targets
err on the side of caution. In addition, participants indicate
that open dialogue with patients and a consistent approach to
case management are effective strategies where uncertainty
exists. It is hoped that this exploratory work will catalyze
future research including the development and trial of
information resources for families and providers. The
SACHDNC is one forum to develop best practices and
recommendations related to the screening, reporting, and
medical surveillance of uncertain results in NBS. Given
providers’ tendency to err on the side of caution, NBS
programs can anticipate heightened system utilization, with
good intentions, where uncertainty exists. If uncertainty is to
be generated with more frequency by shifting technologies,
additional responsibilities will be placed on programs and
clinical communities to incorporate the consequences of
uncertainty into the benefit–risk calculus of NBS.
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